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• DungeonCraft setting – First organized setting design under 3e, utilizing Ray Winninger methodology from Dragon Magazine columns.  Not 

very divergent from D&D standards. 

 

• Faerytale – first online setting design effort (lost with Geocities), updating many concepts from the DungeonCraft setting, and introducing several 

notable houserules, and the concept of being a "fantasy X-files."   

 

• Bloodlines – second online setting design, utilizing an American Southwest and Lake Bonneville inspired setting, with no "demi-human" races, 

but did have several "native outsider" races, including tiefling, aasimar and various genasi races.  D20 Past rulebase; lost with Geocities.  This is the 

earliest "proto-Dark•Heritage", initially inspired in many ways by Martian fiction.  First setting to assume a "Pleistocene megafauna" but also 

assumed a number of monsters were relatively common. 

 

• Faerytale II – Update to Faerytale, with bolder houserules, more dark fantasy themes.  Lost with Geocities.  Focused more on divergent rules than 

on setting development. 

 

• Dark•Heritage Mk. I – drawing heavily on the Bloodlines setting, but replacing native outsiders with "Bred" races.  Run briefly using a d20 Past 

ruleset; developed via Ray Winninger Dungeoncraft methodology.  Much more strict "Barsoomian" influenceEvolved seamlessly into 

Dark•Heritage Mk. II. 

 

• Dark•Heritage Mk. II – a significant update to Mk. I, utilizing "floating islands" idea.  Run successfully with a heavily modified D&D 3e ruleset.  

Documentation for the setting largely still available online. 

 

• Dark•Heritage Mk. III – removed floating islands idea, used geography inspired by Medieval Tarim Basin archeology.  Heavily developed in a 

series of notebooks and online; never run.  Notebooks kept and wiki archived. 

 

• Leng Calling – meant to be a more overtly D&D-themed game, with more D&D rules than the increasingly divergent Dark•Heritage.  Utilized all 

new geography, but some repeat names from Dark•Heritage.  Originally meant to also be a "fan fiction" setting, not necessarily one that would be 

run.  Never run.  Wiki deleted. 

 

• Demons in the Mist – Highly divergent D&D 3.5 houserules, in unusual setting.  A number of names and themes borrowed from Dark•Heritage, 

but otherwise mostly unrelated.  Some concepts from this game retained in future Dark•Heritage iterations.  Run via Play By Post successfully.  

Wiki archived. 

 

• Modular Setting – initially conceived of unrelated setting "modules" that could be plugged into any setting as needed.  Started development with 

Kurushat and Tarush Noptii before this conceit was evolved.  Only Kurushat was developed heavily.  Terrasan Empire from Leng Calling imported 

into being a module, at which point it ceased being modular and I started thinking of connections between various elements, turning into just 

another setting after all. 

 

• Pirates of the Mezzovian Main – Even more "standard" D&D than Leng Calling, but largely recycling geography from that earlier setting.  

Never developed online, much of the material kept from this setting.  Run successfully for group at home over the course of several months.  

Although present as an attempt to placate my expectations from the group, standard D&D demi-human races were not used by any player 

characters, and made minimal to no appearances in the game. 

 

• Freeport Homebrew – developed online, wiki retained.  Run successfully via Pbp for many of the same players as the Demons in the Mist game 

for a time.  Retained some names from Dark•Heritage, some Modular elements (first setting to use them in a new context) and a few modified ideas 

from Freeport setting. 

 

• Dark Heritage Mk. IV – After successful run of Pirates of the Mezzovian Main and import of the Terrasan Empire from Leng Calling into the 

Modular Setting, I abandoned development of the old Dark•Heritage setting, took any elements from any of these settings that I liked, and called it 

the new Dark•Heritage.  Geography is mostly derived from Leng Calling and Pirates of the Mezzovian Main, with major imports of concepts from 

Dark•Heritage Mk. III and Freeport Homebrew.  Overt ties to D&Diana (especially including demihuman races) completely severed. 


